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Many years ago I used to send out an infrequent newsletter, for various reasons I stopped. After having a 
meeting with other Division Representatives and our current situation of lockdown  I thought it would be a 
good idea to start it up again, no guarantees on how often I will produce it! That will partly depend on the 
information I have to send.

If you do not want to receive the newsletter please let me know (contact details at the end) and I will take you
off the list.

As well as information on things happening in our division and region I would like to include things you have
done, ideas you have had or information that would help other members.

The division reps may copy division newsletters amongst the divisions so we all have a better idea of what is 
happening around the British Region.

If you haven't met me before, I'm Mike Ruby, I have been a full NMRA(BR) member since 1996, but joined 
the region in 1987. I was “volunteered” for this position in the early 2000's, I took over from Ken O'Shea who
jointly founded the division. I live in Plymouth and am a member of the Western Union modular group which
hold a monthly (well until last year!) meeting at a local scout hut.

Ours is a large region with relatively few members, Plymouth is fairly central to the region, I appreciate still a
considerable distance to get to from the extents of the division, you may not be able to make it to our 
meetings but I hope you can still take part in the newsletter.

The Western Union modular group

We meet in a scout hut at
Crownhill, Plymouth, we
have meetings booked for
this year, I will announce
them once we are able to
hold them.

 The hut has a 40' by 23'
main room with a kitchen,
toilets and carpark. It is
accessible by bus from
Plymouth station.

An example of a layout at
our meetings. If you would
like to attend or want
details of our modular
standard, compatible with
the NMRA(BR) Fremo
standard please contact
me.

NMRA online

The NMBA have developed other means of contact since the pandemic caused us all to restrict our activities. 
You should have received emails with details of Brew and Natter and other virtual events. Brew & Natter is a
meeting of members for about 2 hours, there is usually a clinic first followed by a free discussion.
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If you are a Facebook member join the NMRA Community Group for announcements of future events, I can 
send out those notices if you are not receiving them. The next event is 27th February at 7pm our time at 
NMRA ORG on Youtube.

My stuff

I have a home layout currently part dissembled, and four Fremo modules, two are corners and two are full 
switching modules. My old module, 11th Avenue, is currently my only working home layout, built as a two 
track module to the original NMRA(BR) standard and now converted to Fremo, it can be seen behind me in 
the Brew & Natter meetings. 23rd Street is my new module (6 years old) which was designed to be Fremo 
from the start, it includes a 90º corner which is a help for laying out Fremo layouts, it has a full CTC 
signalling system and two switching areas along with a passing siding. My two corners are basic modules, 
rebuilt from our old continuous run modular layout, they are examples of basic modules you can build if you 
don't have much space or resources .

For the last few months I have been adding building flats to 11th Avenue's backscene. 

Latest was constructing card pallets and scrap bales made from foil. 

Now have you anything you want to show to the rest of us?

Contact: Mike Ruby, 17 Coombe Way, Kings Tamerton, Plymouth , PL 5 2HA 
Tel 01752 369068, mike.ruby@talktalk.net


